Studies on the behavioral mechanisms underlying contextual fear conditioning (CFC) have demonstrated the importance of preshock context exposure in the formation of aversive context memories. However, there has been comparatively little investigation of the effects of context exposure immediately after the shock. Some models predict that nonreinforced context exposure at the end of the acquisition session will strongly influence the strength of conditioning and/or recruit distinct neural mechanisms relative to extinction after acquisition. Here we investigate the effects of manipulating postshock context exposure on CFC in mice. Prolonging the period of context exposure immediately following the shock caused a significant and durable reduction in conditioned fear. This immediate postshock context exposure was more effective at attenuating conditioned fear than was an equivalent amount of context exposure a day or more after acquisition. The results suggest that nonreinforced exposure to the context influences conditioned fear through distinct mechanisms depending on whether it occurs during acquisition or after it. The superiority of immediate postshock context exposure was specific to single-shock CFC; in two-shock CFC, immediate and delayed postshock context exposure had similar effects. Consistent with previous reports, we hypothesize that the effectiveness of extinction is modulated by emotional state, and procedures engendering higher postshock freezing (such as two-shock CFC) are associated with weaker immediate extinction.
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Contextual fear conditioning (CFC) is a form of associative learning that occurs when an aversive experience, usually a footshock in laboratory experiments, occurs within a distinctive place or context. Learned contextual fear typically recruits plasticity in the hippocampus, which is thought to generate a conjunctive mnemonic representation of stimuli present during the learning episode (Rudy et al. 2004; Fanselow 2010) . The robustness of this form of learning has made it one of the preferred methods for studying mechanisms of hippocampus-dependent memory and learned fear.
While the neural mechanisms of CFC have been researched extensively, there has been comparatively little investigation of the behavioral mechanisms through which the emotional valence of a context is established. One longstanding idea is that the strength of context conditioning is determined by the overall rate of unconditioned stimulus (US) presentation per unit time in the context (Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Gibbon and Balsam 1981) . This approach accounts for the observation that increasing the intertrial interval in conditioning experiments tends to decrease the amount of conditioned responding elicited by the context (Fanselow et al. 1993; Barela 1999) . However, this model fails to account for a key property of CFC: very brief preshock context exposure leads to an absence of context fear, rather than robust fear as the rate-based model would predict (Fanselow 1986 ). This phenomenon, known as the immediate shock deficit, has led to the idea that preshock context exposure strengthens CFC because it enables the animal to generate a mental representation of the context, which can then become associated with the shock (Rudy et al. 2002) . More generally, the immediate shock deficit demonstrates that all epochs within the conditioning session do not have equal sway over the outcome of conditioning.
Less attention has been paid to the role of context exposure at the end of a conditioning session. Yet there is reason to predict that postshock context exposure should strongly influence the emotional status of a context. Experiments in humans indicate that the emotional evaluation of a remembered event is dominated by the subject's emotional status at the end of the event, a property that has been formalized in the peak-end model of memory (Kahneman et al. 1993) . For instance, adding a period of reduced discomfort at the end of an aversive experience (e.g., colonoscopy or exposure to freezing cold water) attenuates the remembered aversiveness of the experience despite extending the total duration of the experience (Varey and Kahneman 1992; Redelmeier et al. 2003) . The influence of postshock context exposure is also supported by the "state classification" model (Redish et al. 2007; Gershman et al. 2010 Gershman et al. , 2013 , which predicts that integrating acquisition and extinction into a single session should encourage integration of acquisition and extinction memories, effectively leading to a stronger and/or permanent form of extinction. Finally, the interval between acquisition and extinction has been hypothesized to influence the effectiveness of extinction. Pavlov (1927) was the first to suggest that recently formed associations should be more readily extinguished. Consistent with this prediction, there is evidence that fear memories in a labile state due to recent acquisition (Myers et al. 2006) or recent retrieval (Monfils et al. 2009; Schiller et al. 2010) are especially susceptible to extinction, although the literature regarding these phenomena is mixed (Chan et al. 2010; Stafford et al. 2013 ; for review, see Maren 2014 ). To our knowledge, the effect on fear conditioning of variation in the amount of postshock context exposure within the same session as acquisition has not been investigated parametrically (but see Kiernan et al. 1995; Lattal and Abel 2001) .
Here we investigate the effect of postshock context exposure in single-footshock CFC in mice. We show that a brief period of context exposure immediately after the footshock can cause a strong and long-lasting reduction in conditioned fear. The effect of this immediate postshock context exposure is significantly stronger than that of the same amount of context exposure occurring a day or more after conditioning. The results are consistent with the idea that nonreinforced exposure to the context influences conditioned fear through distinct mechanisms depending on whether it occurs during acquisition or after it.
Results
Extending the postshock interval reduces conditioned fear
We began by exploring whether postshock context exposure within the conditioning session affects CFC. Groups of mice were conditioned with a single shock 180 sec after being placed into the conditioning chamber and were left in the chamber for various intervals afterward. Conditioned contextual fear was tested 24 h later by returning mice to the conditioning chamber for 5 min (Fig. 1A) . Mice that received postshock intervals of 10 or 30 sec displayed moderate levels of freezing to the shock context, but those receiving postshock intervals of 210 or 600 sec displayed very little freezing behavior (Group × Time interaction: F (12,88) ¼ 4.98, P , 0.001). Post hoc pairwise comparisons (Holm-Sidak, P , 0.05) confirmed group differences in freezing levels during each of the first 3 min of the test session (Fig. 1B) . Because freezing declined over the course of the test session, possibly due to within-session extinction or temporal specificity of freezing (Bevins and Ayres 1995) , we separately analyzed the asymptotic freezing levels by computing the mean freezing over the first 2 min of the test session, during which freezing was maximal in all groups (Fig. 1C) . A one-way ANOVA reveals a significant effect of postshock interval (F (3, 22) ¼ 9.94, P , 0.001), with higher freezing in animals receiving 10-or 30-sec postshock exposure compared with 210-or 600-sec postshock exposure.
In the previous experiment the postshock interval was confounded with total session duration. If total session time is the critical variable, then variation in the preshock interval duration should have similar effects to variation in the postshock interval. To test this hypothesis, we delivered a single shock to mice using 2-, 10-, 180-, or 600-sec preshock intervals, followed by either a 30-or 210-sec postshock interval. Mice were then tested for context fear 24 h later. Figure 2 shows percent freezing as a function of time during the 5 min test session ( Fig. 2A -D) . Consistent with a variety of other studies demonstrating the immediate shock deficit (Blanchard et al. 1976; Fanselow 1986 Fanselow , 1990 Kiernan and Cranney 1992; Westbrook et al. 1994; Bevins and Ayres 1995) , the shortest preshock interval (2 sec) produced very low levels of freezing in the context test regardless of the postshock duration ( Fig. 2A; F (1,15) ¼ 0.01). However, when the preshock interval was 10 sec or longer, the strength of conditioning was influenced by the postshock interval, with greater freezing in the 30-sec postshock groups compared with 210-sec groups ( Fig. 2B-D ; 10 secpostshock interval × time interaction: F (4,44) ¼ 8.11, P , 0.001; 180 sec-main effect of postshock interval:
To compare the effect of the postshock interval on freezing levels across different preshock intervals, we computed the mean freezing during the first 2 min of the context test and compared these to the 2-sec preshock groups, which displayed minimal freezing consistent with the immediate shock deficit (Fig.  2E ). Since the postshock interval had no effect on freezing at the 2-sec preshock interval, animals from this treatment were pooled for analysis. At all other preshock intervals examined (10, 180, and 600 sec), mice that received 30 sec of postshock context exposure froze significantly more than those receiving an immediate shock (F (3,40) ¼ 6.29, P ¼ 0.001). In contrast, among mice receiving 210 sec of postshock context exposure, freezing did not exceed immediate shock levels regardless of preshock interval (F (3,42) ¼ 1.72, P ¼ 0.177). These results replicate our initial findings in Figure 1 and illustrate that the preshock and postshock intervals have different effects on conditioned fear.
Immediate postshock context exposure more effectively reduces conditioned fear than delayed context exposure The postshock interval in CFC represents a period of nonreinforced exposure to the context. As such, the effects of prolonging postshock context exposure may simply reflect extinction of the conditioned response (CR). We compared the putative extinction induced during the postshock period to that induced during a separate period of context exposure occurring 24 h after the training session. To control for the effects of handling, an additional group was handled 30 sec after the shock and then returned to the conditioning chamber 1 min later. All mice received a total of 210 sec of postshock context exposure. In Group Contiguous this exposure occurred within the same session as the shock. Group 24 h was removed from the conditioning chamber 30 sec after the shock and then received the remaining 180 sec of context exposure 24 h later. Group Handled received 30 sec of postshock context exposure, was removed from the conditioning chamber for 1 min, and then returned for the remaining 180 sec of context exposure. This design allows us to test the effects of context exposure occurring at different times relative to shock (Fig. 3A) . Figure 3B delivery in each group but are overlaid for simplicity. Group 24 h displayed higher levels of freezing across the entire extinction session than Groups Contiguous and Handled (Group × Time interaction: F (4,66) ¼ 2.59, P ¼ 0.045), presumably reflecting fear incubation over the 24 h after training (Bindra and Cameron 1953; Kamin 1957) .
During the test session, the timing of postshock exposure influenced the magnitude of conditioned freezing (main effect of Group: F (2,33) ¼ 4.407, P ¼ 0.02). A post hoc test comparing group differences revealed Group 24 h displayed greater freezing than Group Contiguous, and the difference with Group Handled approached significance (P ¼ 0.065). As in the previous experiments, we compared asymptotic freezing levels by taking the mean freezing for the first 2 min of the test session (Fig. 3C ). This analysis confirmed Group 24 h froze significantly more than Groups Contiguous and Handled (F (2,33) ¼ 5.55, P ¼ 0.008), which were both equivalently low. These results suggest that (1) the timing and not simply the total amount of postshock exposure determines the final level of conditioned fear, (2) nonreinforced context exposure immediately after conditioning produces a greater reduction in conditioned fear than does an equivalent amount of context exposure on the following day, and (3) the effects of immediate postshock context exposure are not explained by handling effects related to removal of mice from the conditioning chamber shortly after the shock.
Extended postshock exposure suppresses but does not erase conditioned fear
Immediate extinction training can in some cases cause a suppression of the conditioned response that is resistant to spontaneous recovery, renewal, and reinstatement (Myers et al. 2006) , three manipulations that are usually sufficient to recover the CR after delayed extinction. Resistance to these forms of recovery suggests that immediate extinction induces a more robust and persistent suppression of the CR than delayed extinction. We asked whether postshock context exposure produces a more persistent loss of conditioned fear than delayed context exposure. Mice were conditioned with a single shock and then received either 30 or 210 sec of postshock context exposure. Then, 7 d later, mice were given a series of daily extinction sessions until the 30-and 210-sec groups reached similarly low levels of conditioned freezing. We then assessed savings by reconditioning mice with a single shock in the same chamber. Mice were tested for context fear 24 h after reconditioning (Fig. 4A ). To control for effects of context exposure, we included a context-alone group that received the same context exposure as the 210-sec group but did not receive a shock during the first conditioning session. To the extent that the original context-US association remained intact after extinction in Groups 30 and 210 sec, these groups should display increased freezing compared with the Group Context Alone (which received its first shock during the reconditioning session) during the final test session. . At preshock intervals of 10, 180, and 600 sec, mice with a 30-sec postshock interval froze significantly more than those receiving a 2-sec preshock interval (i.e., "immediate shock"), while freezing in mice with a 210-sec postshock interval did not differ from immediate shock levels. Values are mean percent freezing + SEM; ( * ) P , 0.05, ( * * ) P , 0.005, ( * * * ) P , 0.001 (2-sec/30-sec group: n ¼ 9, 2-sec/210-sec group; n ¼ 8, 10-sec/30-sec group: n ¼ 6, 10-sec/210-sec group: n ¼ 7, 180-sec/30-sec group: n ¼ 13, 180-sec/210-sec group: n ¼ 14, 600-sec/30-sec group: n ¼ 8, 600-sec/210-sec group: n ¼ 8 During the first test of conditioned fear 7 d after training, mice receiving 30 sec of postshock exposure displayed significantly higher levels of freezing in the first 3 min than those receiving 210 sec of postshock exposure or no conditioning ( In the savings test following reconditioning, freezing was influenced by the conditioning history (main effect of Group: F (2,20) ¼ 4.66, P ¼ 0.022). Both previously conditioned groups froze significantly more than Group Context Alone, which was conditioned a single time. No differences in freezing were observed between Groups 30 and 210 sec.
An analysis of the asymptotic freezing across each session confirmed the previously described main findings: Group 30 sec froze significantly more than Groups 210 sec and Context Alone during the first extinction session, and Groups 30 and 210 sec froze equivalently more than Context Alone following reconditioning ( Fig. 4C ; Group × Session interaction: F (10,100) ¼ 4.48, P , 0.001). These findings indicate that postshock context exposure causes a robust and long-lasting loss of conditioned fear but do not support the hypothesis that postshock context exposure causes a more persistent suppression of fear than delayed context exposure.
In two-shock CFC, immediate postshock context exposure is no more effective at reducing fear than delayed exposure In our previous experiment in which the timing of postshock context exposure was manipulated, Groups 24 h and Contiguous displayed a striking difference in the amount of freezing exhibited during the 180 sec of postshock context exposure. Very little freezing was observed in mice receiving context exposure immediately after the shock, whereas mice receiving context exposure 24 h after shock displayed robust freezing. The only difference between these conditions was the length of time between shock and postshock context exposure. It is possible that the greater fear attenuation produced by immediate postshock context exposure stems from the relative absence of fear during that period. If, as specified by the peak-end model, the emotional status at the end of an experience strongly influences emotional memory, then high fear during the postshock period should prevent attenuation of context fear. Similarly, Maren and Chang (2006) found that the effectiveness of fear extinction procedures could be enhanced or impaired by decreasing or increasing, respectively, the amount of fear exhibited during the extinction session.
On the basis of these findings, we asked whether immediate context exposure could effectively attenuate context fear under conditions that produce fear during the postshock period. Pilot studies indicated that mice receiving two shocks during a single training session exhibited significant postshock freezing after the second shock. Thus, mice were trained in a two-shock procedure with shocks occurring at 150 and 180 sec after mice were placed into the chamber. Mice received postshock context exposure either immediately after the second shock or 24 h later. To control for handling effects, Group 1 min was removed from the chamber 30 sec after the shock and then returned to the chamber after 1 min for the remaining 180 sec. Group 24 h was removed from the chamber 30 sec after the shock, and then replaced for an additional 180 sec 24 h later (Fig. 5A) . As shown in Figure 5B , both the immediate and 24-h groups exhibited freezing during the 180 sec of postshock context exposure. Postshock freezing was again higher in Group 24 h than Group 1 min (main effect of group: F (1,22) ¼ 5.18, P ¼ 0.033). Importantly, freezing in Group 1 min exceeded that of the previous single-shock groups (e.g., Fig. 3B ). During the test session, both groups displayed equivalent levels of freezing (F (1,22) , 0.01). Freezing levels during the first 2 min of the session did not differ ( Fig. 5C; t (22) ¼ 0.03, P ¼ 0.97). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that postshock context exposure is less effective at reducing fear when mice express fear during this period.
Discussion
By varying the temporal parameters within single-shock CFC we demonstrated that immediate postshock context exposure causes a robust and long-lasting attenuation of conditioned fear. Furthermore, immediate postshock context exposure was more effective at attenuating conditioned fear than an equivalent amount of delayed context exposure. Despite reducing context fear to very low levels, the immediate postshock exposure did not appear to abolish the context -shock association. When mice receiving immediate or delayed postshock context exposure were extinguished to similar levels, the groups displayed equivalent savings upon reconditioning, suggesting that the original learning was at least partially intact.
The effects of varying the postshock context exposure were very different from the effects of varying preshock context exposure. Groups receiving brief postshock context exposure displayed stronger conditioned fear than those receiving extended postshock context exposure, an effect consistent across preshock durations ranging from 10 sec to 10 min. In contrast, the shortest preshock interval (2 sec) yielded less conditioned fear than longer preshock intervals, consistent with the immediate shock deficit. Increasing the preshock context exposure beyond 10 sec had little effect on conditioned fear. The data are inconsistent with a pure rate model of CFC, which would predict equal effects of variation in the postshock and preshock intervals.
The finding that immediate postshock context exposure more strongly attenuated fear than did delayed context exposure appears at odds with recent studies on immediate extinction. A number of studies have evaluated whether the effectiveness of extinction varies as a function of the delay between acquisition and extinction. An initial study by Myers et al. (2006) using fearpotentiated startle reported that extinction within a few minutes after acquisition (immediate extinction) caused a more durable suppression of the conditioned response than did extinction 24 h after acquisition. However, subsequent studies using aversive (Maren and Chang 2006; Woods and Bouton 2008; Chang and Maren 2009; Archbold et al. 2010; Stafford et al. 2013 ) and appetitive procedures (Rescorla 2004; Woods and Bouton 2008) in rodents as well as humans (Norrholm et al. 2008; Schiller et al. 2008) failed to observe superiority of immediate extinction. Indeed, in a number of studies immediate extinction was less effective than delayed extinction at suppressing the CR (Rescorla 2004; Maren and Chang 2006; Woods and Bouton 2008; Chang and Maren 2009; Stafford et al. 2013) . None of the immediate extinction studies assessed the effect of extinction in the same session as acquisition, as our study did. We could identify only one other study that investigated the effect of postshock context exposure within the same session as CFC acquisition. This study (Lattal and Abel 2001) found no effect, but the levels of conditioned freezing were quite low in groups receiving shock intensities comparable to those in our study, raising the possibility of a floor effect. In our hands, contiguity of acquisition and extinction was not necessary to obtain superiority of immediate postshock context exposure. Immediate postshock context exposure was more effective at reducing conditioned fear even when mice were briefly removed from the conditioning chamber in between acquisition and extinction (Fig. 3) . Thus, the conflict between our study and previous studies of immediate extinction must be explained by factors other than contiguity of training and extinction.
Another difference between the present study and many others investigating immediate extinction is the conditioning procedure. Most of the previous studies conditioned subjects to discrete auditory or visual cues and did not examine extinction of context fear directly (Cain et al. 2005; Alvarez et al. 2007; Norrholm et al. 2008; Schiller et al. 2008; Woods and Bouton 2008; Huff et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2010; MacPherson et al. 2013) . It is well established that cued and context fear conditioning recruit distinct neural mechanisms (Kim and Fanselow 1992; Phillips and LeDoux 1992; Maren et al. 1997) , raising the possibility that cued and context conditioning are differentially sensitive to immediate extinction. However, two recent studies (Archbold et al. 2010; Stafford et al. 2013 ) compared the effectiveness of immediate and delayed extinction of context fear and failed to observe superiority of immediate extinction. Thus, the use of contextual versus discrete-cue conditioning does not explain the differences between our findings and those studies failing to observe immediate extinction superiority.
The critical difference between previous studies of immediate extinction and ours may be the level of fear expressed during the extinction session. In the earlier fear conditioning studies that failed to observe immediate extinction superiority, the level of fear exhibited during immediate extinction was as high or higher than that displayed during delayed extinction, because most studies used stronger conditioning procedures involving multiple shocks (one exception is Stafford et al. 2013 ). In contrast, in our single-shock CFC paradigm, mice displayed very low levels of freezing during the immediate postshock period. Fear appeared to incubate in the hours after training, culminating in much higher levels of freezing when mice were tested for context fear 24 h after training. These temporal dynamics meant that fear was low during the immediate postshock context exposure and significantly higher during the delayed postshock context exposure. High levels of fear appear to detract from the effectiveness of extinction. Exposing rats to a fear-inducing context shortly before nonreinforced exposure to a conditioned stimulus (CS) impairs extinction (Morris et al. 2005) . Similarly, Maren and Chang (2006) found that shocking rats in an alternate context shortly prior to fear extinction reduced the effectiveness of extinction. On the basis of these findings, we hypothesize that the low fear is necessary for immediate extinction to be effective. Consistent with this idea, the one experiment in which Maren and Chang (2006) observed a trend (albeit not statistically significant) toward superiority of immediate extinction was when a weak conditioning procedure was used (single-shock auditory fear conditioning), which led to very low freezing during immediate extinction. Conversely, in our two-shock training procedure, mice displayed robust freezing during the immediate postshock period, and under this condition immediate context exposure was no more effective than delayed context exposure at reducing conditioned fear.
Why might fear attenuate the effects of immediate postshock context exposure? According to the peak-end model, the emotional evaluation of an experience is strongly influenced by the emotional status at the end of the event (Kahneman et al. 1993; Redelmeier et al. 2003) . The absence of fear at the end of the conditioning session, as in our single-shock experiments, would lead to a reduction in conditioned fear, whereas the presence of fear at the end of the session (e.g., in the two-shock experiment) should favor the maintenance of conditioned fear. A purely behavioral Extinction contiguous with acquisition www.learnmem.org account is also possible. According to stimulus sampling theory, extinction occurs as each individual element of a CS is experienced in the absence of the US (Estes 1955) . Freezing during context extinction would presumably reduce the number of contextual elements experienced, thus reducing the effectiveness of the extinction procedure relative to animals that are not freezing. Still another possibility is that the stress response accompanying the higher level of fear arousal during multishock conditioning inhibits extinction. The stress response evoked by fear conditioning may impair function in prefrontal cortical regions involved in extinction (Maren and Quirk 2004; Maren 2014) . Acute, uncontrollable stress interferes with prefrontal cortex function in a wide range of tasks (Arnsten 2009 ). In relation to fear conditioning, electrophysiological studies have shown amygdala activity evoked by presentation of a fear-inducing CS can reduce activity in prefrontal cortex as a function of degree of fear (Garcia et al. 1999) . Additionally, exposure to stressors prior to conditioning can impair subsequent extinction (Izquierdo et al. 2006) , while anxiolytic doses of cannabinoids have been shown to facilitate extinction of contextual fear memories (Bitencourt et al. 2008) . Our findings are consistent with the idea that extinction learning during postshock context exposure is enhanced when fear levels are low.
Why was immediate postshock context exposure more effective at reducing conditioned fear than was delayed context exposure? One possibility is that nonreinforced exposure affects associative strength through different learning mechanisms depending on whether it occurs during acquisition versus after it. Such an idea is embedded in the Gibbon and Balsam (1981) model, which posits that nonreinforced exposure during acquisition figures in setting the associative strength (or, more precisely, US expectancy, h), whereas, after associative strength is established, nonreinforced exposure drives extinction. The behavioral effect of nonreinforced exposure would presumably vary depending on which mechanism was invoked. A related idea is included in the state classification model (Redish et al. 2007; Gershman et al. 2010) , which proposes that extinction can be coded as either a component of acquisition or an independent event, and the behavioral effects of extinction vary depending on which of these two coding schemes is invoked. Our data support the idea that nonreinforced exposure can recruit different behavioral (and presumably neural) mechanisms depending on whether it occurs during acquisition or after it.
Another intriguing possibility is that contextual novelty modulates the efficacy of extinction. Extinction occurring during or in close temporal proximity to acquisition occurs at a time when context novelty is maximal. Novelty modulates various forms of hippocampus-dependent plasticity. Exploration of a novel context can either enhance or impair long-term potentiation in the hippocampus (Xu et al. 1998; Abraham et al. 2002; Li et al. 2003; Straube et al. 2003; Davis et al. 2004 ) and can strengthen learning in a variety of hippocampus-dependent tasks (Moncada and Viola 2007; Ballarini et al. 2009; Almaguer-Melian et al. 2012) . A recent study demonstrated that exposure to a novel context can enhance extinction of CFC (de Carvalho Myskiw et al. 2013) . The authors proposed a synaptic tagging mechanism to explain this effect: exposure to a novel context evokes expression of plasticity proteins, which are then captured by synapses potentiated as a result of the extinction procedure. Another possibility is that the novel context evokes dopamine release in the prefrontal cortex (Feenstra and Botterblom 1996; Rebec et al. 1996; Beaufour et al. 2001) , where it has been shown to enhance the strength of extinction (Hikind and Maroun 2008; Mueller et al. 2010; Fiorenza et al. 2012; Haaker et al. 2013) .
We concluded that immediate postshock context exposure attenuates conditioned fear but does not altogether abolish the association. Our conclusion is based on the observation that mice given immediate postshock context exposure displayed savings when subsequently reconditioned. That is, the reconditioned mice displayed higher context-elicited freezing than did mice that were conditioned for the first time, and the effect of reconditioning did not differ between groups receiving immediate or delayed postshock context exposure. The presence of savings indicates that some vestige of the original training experience was intact after immediate postshock context exposure. What is unknown is whether this vestige is associative or nonassociative. Although CFC is associative in nature (Fanselow 1986; Sauerhöfer et al. 2012) , fear conditioning in mice can also produce significant nonassociative behavioral plasticity, which is evidenced by increases in anxiety-like behavior and the display of fear in response to cues never paired with shock (Kamprath and Wotjak 2004) . Thus, the presence of savings after extinction does not definitively demonstrate preservation of the original context-US association, as savings could reflect nonassociative plasticity. Additional experiments are needed to distinguish between these explanations.
It was unexpected that mice acquired CFC with a preshock interval as short as 10 sec. In some studies, the 10-sec preshock interval produces the immediate shock deficit. However, ours is not the first report of robust conditioning with a preshock interval as short as 10 sec. Wiltgen et al. (2001) showed that a preshock interval as short as 5 sec produces appreciable levels of conditioned freezing, particularly during the first 2 min of the test session. Similarly, Bevins and Ayres (1995) observed robust freezing after a 2.5-sec preshock interval. The minimum amount of preshock context exposure required for CFC may vary across species and mouse strain. Many of the original studies of the immediate shock deficit were conducted in rats, and our own laboratory found a preshock interval of 10 sec to be insufficient for CFC in the 129sv/evTac mouse strain (Drew et al. 2010 ; the current study used C57BL/6J mice).
In summary, we demonstrated that in single-trial CFC, nonreinforced context exposure immediately after the context-shock pairing potently attenuates conditioned fear. The effect of immediate postshock context exposure was greater than that of delayed postshock context exposure. This effect may represent enhanced extinction immediately after training, or may reflect that nonreinforced context exposure during (or immediately following) the conditioning session influences the associative value of the context through a distinct mechanism. The effect of postshock context exposure was present following single-shock CFC but absent after two-shock CFC, which suggests that the effect of immediate postshock context exposure may depend on low levels of fear during the postshock period.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
One hundred eighty-two adult male C57BL/6J mice aged 9 -12 wk purchased from Jackson Laboratories were used. Mice were housed in groups of four in plastic cages with wood chip bedding and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (7:00-19:00) in a temperature-and humidity-controlled vivarium. Food and water were provided ad libitum. Experiments were conducted during the light phase. All procedures were approved by the University of Texas at Austin Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Apparatus
Fear conditioning was conducted in Med Associate conditioning chambers, which were 30.5 × 24 × 21 cm with two aluminum side walls, a Plexiglas door and ceiling, and a white vinyl back wall. Chambers were contained within a larger, sound-attenuating chamber equipped with a fan to provide 65 dB ambient noise. An overhead white light illuminated the chamber continuously throughout the procedures.
The conditioning context contained a straight stainless steel rod floor (36 rods, spaced 8 mm from center to center), through which footshocks were delivered. The chamber was cleaned with a 70% ethanol solution between uses. The chamber was scented with 1% acetic acid solution in the waste tray below the floor.
Behavioral procedures
General
Animals were handled for 3 -5 d prior to experimentation. Subjects were transported from the vivarium to a holding room adjacent to the test room at least 1 h before experimentation. Mice were moved individually to and from the conditioning room in an opaque container. The transport containers were cleaned with a 70% ethanol solution between uses. After being removed from the chamber, each mouse was returned to the holding room and placed in a holding cage. Once all cagemates completed testing, they were removed from the holding cage and returned to the home cage.
Conditioning
A single 2-sec 0.75 mA scrambled footshock delivered through the floor was used as the US. Pre-and postshock intervals varied between experiments. The preshock interval was defined as the amount of time from the closing of the chamber doors until the delivery of the footshock. The postshock interval was defined as the amount of time between the end of the footshock and the opening of the chamber doors to remove the subject. The two-shock procedure (Fig. 5) consisted of US presentations occurring 150 and 180 sec after the mouse was placed in the chamber. For experiments in which mice were removed after 30 sec but returned shortly afterward, mice were placed in their holding cage for 1 min and then returned to the context for an additional 180 sec.
Context fear tests took place 24 or 48 h after conditioning. Mice were placed in the conditioning context for 5 min and freezing behavior was assessed.
Reconditioning
Mice either received a single 2 sec 0.75-mA footshock 10 sec after placement in the conditioning chamber, or were exposed to the context for 220 sec. Beginning 7 d following training, mice received four daily extinction sessions, consisting of a 5-min exposure to the conditioning chamber. Twenty-four hours after the final extinction session, all mice were reconditioned with a single 2 sec 0.75-mA footshock 180 sec after placement in the chamber. Mice were removed 30 sec after the shock. Twenty-four hours following reconditioning, conditioned fear was tested by replacing mice into the conditioning chamber for 5 min.
Analysis
All sessions were video recorded using a near-infrared camera mounted to the interior door of the chamber. The videos were analyzed for freezing behavior with VideoFreeze software recording at 30 frames/sec. We and others (Anagnostaras et al. 2010) have confirmed that the computer scoring correlates highly with manual scoring.
The data were analyzed in two ways. We computed the percent time freezing during each minute of the context test. These data were analyzed with repeated-measures two-way ANOVA, followed with Holm-Sidak's post hoc tests for between-group pairwise comparisons. Because freezing declined over the course of the test sessions, either because of within-session extinction or temporal specificity of freezing, we also analyzed the mean freezing during the first 2 min of the test sessions, which represented the asymptotic freezing level. These data were analyzed with oneway ANOVA or, for experiments with only two groups, a Student's t-test. Significant ANOVA effects were probed using Holm-Sidak's or Dunnet's post hoc tests. Statistical analyses were performed on GraphPad Prism. The a criterion was set at 0.05 in all analyses.
